Oh, No 99!!!!

How to Play:
Every player starts with 4 cards and must have 4 cards at all times...so whenever you lay a card down, you draw a new card. Your GOAL is to make the other player reach 99 or above!

As you lay your card down you need to ADD it to the previous sum...for example, if the game begins and player one lays down a "9" the starting sum is "9"...0+9=9. Next, if player two lays down a "3" then the new sum is "12"...9+3=12. The game continues until one of the players reaches 99 or higher! THE GOAL IS TO MAKE YOUR OPPONENT REACH 99 OR HIGHER!!!!

Card Values:
Playing cards 2-10 are worth their value...whatever number is on the card is the number you add to the previous sum!

Face cards have “multiple values”...

Jack: -10 Queen: Any value, 0-10 or -10 King: 0 Ace: 1

Remember, you goal is to get your opponent to reach 99 or higher...so make sure you hold on to those “face cards”, they can be helpful when you get to the higher numbers!!!! Also make sure you “keep up the pace”...the faster you can add your numbers, the more your opponent has to stay on their toes!